
4D Full Screen Glass Protector for Samsung Galaxy S10 5G with
applicator
SKU: TESCR4DSAS105GK

4D screen protector that allows for fingerprint recognition for Samsung Galaxy S10 5G,
applicator included

WHY CHOOSE THIS?

The 4D glass screen protector is a durable, flexible accessory that guarantees optimum protection for your Samsung Galaxy
S10 5G. Easy to apply, strong and hard-wearing.

GLASS PROPERTIES

This transparent screen protector consists of 9H tempered glass: it's knock and scratch resistant  and fits perfectly to the
screen's surface thanks to its curved edges.

Once the glass has been applied, it allows for fingerprint recognition. You can use this important feature on your smartphone
without compromising on the strength offered by the protective glass.

EASY, FAST AND PERFECT APPLICATION

The glass is easy to apply to the screen on your device: the product comes with a practical applicator, as well as a wet and dry
cloth.

Clean the screen and position the applicator around the edge of the device. Rest the glass on the lower base of the applicator and
position it perfectly on the display in a matter of seconds.



FEATURES:

Guarantees fingerprint recognition
Material: tempered glass
Curved edges to protect the entire display
Knock and scratch resistant
Applicator included



4D Full Screen Glass Protector for Samsung Galaxy S10 5G with applicator
SKU: TESCR4DSAS105GK

Technical data
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417281334  
SKU: TESCR4DSAS105GK  
Weight: 18 g  
Type: 4D Full Glass Screen Protector, Anti-shock screen protector, Tempered
glass screen protector  
Material: Glass/Silicone  
Finishing/Feature: Antiscratch, Curved edges  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 13 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 100 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 60 g  
Width Inner: 100 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 420 mm  
Height Inner: 210 mm  
Weight Inner: 395 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 96  
Height Master: 210 mm  
Weight Master: 7035 g  
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